STUDY

A capacious chair and a dash of flair gets the job done

PHOTOGRAPHY: LEONARDO SCOTTI INTERIORS: AMY HEFFERNAN

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT, "DIVINX CALENDAR, ONE-OFF SHOWPIECE, BY GRAPHIC THOUGHT FACILITY, FOR A VARIA LTD. WIREMPS DESK, £555, PART OF THE METROPOLIS COLLECTION, BY GIACOMO MOOR, FOR MEMPHIS POST DESIGN, ON DESK. "DUPLEX" FOLDER, £50, WOODEN RULER, £7, BOTH BY FABRIZIO "UNCINO" CHAIR, £819. BY RONAN & ERNAN BOHINDORLLE, FOR MATTIAZZI "EQUILIBRIST" LAMP, PRICE ON REQUEST, BY JEAN NOUVEL, FOR ARTEMIDE. "ALMOD" ARMCHAIR, PRICE ON REQUEST, BY BOSCH LEVENT, FOR B&B ITALIA. "CANTILEVER" SHELVES, FROM £970, BY CINIAMO CAPPICELLI, FOR DE CASTELLI
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